
Oct 8, 2021 Meeting notes
Date: Oct 8, 2021
Time: 11am-12pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis
Dr. Kadiyala Dr. Wei

Absentees: N/A
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw Dylan Wulfson
Location: TUC 333
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Use cases

Agenda item 2: Go over .drawio diagrams
Agenda item 3: Determine frontend, backend, and databse technology  

Agenda item 1: Use Cases

Discussion:

The team, as well as Dr. Kadiyala and Dr. Wei, went over the use cases Ngan Hanh Tran 
had originally drawn out. 

Conclusions:
The team concluded that Ngan Hanh Tran and a couple other students would complete the 
use cases. 

Action items
Action item 1: Integrate Ngan Hanh Tran's use case file into official document.

Action item 2:
Action item 3:
Action item 4:

Agenda item 2: Go over .drawio diagrams

Discussion:

We looked over a couple.drawio files that were created by Jacob Hollis. One of them 
named sys_architecture.drawio which pertained to the server and database.

Conclusions:
The team developed a better understanding of how we might create the server and 
database. 

Action items



Action item 1:
Each team member research a designated frontend, backend, or databse technology to 
better understand our project.

Action item 2:
Action item 3:
Action item 4:

Agenda item 3: Determine frontend, backend, and databse technology 

Discussion:

Solidify the technology we will be using for the frontend, backend, and database.

Conclusions: Concluded we will use ReactJS, JUnit, AWS ECS, and MongoDB.

Action items
Action item 1: Determined we will use ReactJS for frontend

Action item 2: Determined we will use JUnit

Action item 3: Determined we will use AWS ECS

Action item 4: Determined we will use MongoDB for database



Oct 11, 2021 Meeting notes
Date: Oct 11, 2021
Time: 6:30pm-7:40pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis

Absentees: N/A
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw
Location: TUC 333
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Decide DB to use (DynamoDB or MongoDB)

Agenda item 2: TODO For Fall Break
Agenda item 3: Prototyping 

Agenda item 1: Decide DB to use (DynamoDB or MongoDB)

Discussion:

The team discussed the pros and cons of DynamoDB vs. MongoDB. Taking into 
account Dr. Kadiyala and Dr. Wei’s opinion. DynamoDB being Amazon hosted and 
fully managed database we would only have to write interface layers for our requests 
and we would not have to host an instance. MongoDB, we will need to run an instance 
to host our database as well as manage code for data retrieval, instance creation, 
duplication, and networking.Conclusions:
The team concluded that DynamoDB would be most beneficial because we don’t have 
to host it or manage the resources ourselves.

Action items
Action item 1: Each team member encouraged to research DynamoDB for better understanding.

Action item 2:
Action item 3:
Action item 4:

Agenda item 2: TODO For Fall Break

Discussion:

Our goal for Fall Break is to create and compile a small demo using one of the 
technologies CDK / Cloud Formation, ReactJS Frontend, AWS S3, AWS codebuild, 
and AWS DynamoDB and also write a small reference document that can be shared 
with the rest of the team that shows how the program functions.

Conclusions:

The team concluded Jacob Hollis would work on the AWS codebuild demo, Kate 
Brayshaw would work on the DynamoDB demo, and Nithesh Bonugu, Ngan Hanh 
Tran, and Dylan Wulfson would work on ReactJS demo. CDK/Cloud formation and 
Amazon cognito would be researched by each team member.



Action items
Action item 1: Jacob Hollis work on AWS Codebuild demo

Action item 2: Kate Brayshaw work on DynamoDB demo

Action item 3: Nithesh Bonugu, Ngan Hanh Tran, and Dylan Wulfson work on ReactJS demo

Action item 4:
Each team member research Amazon cognito and research AWS CDK/cloud 
formation

Agenda item 3: Prototyping 

Discussion:

Discussed the next thing due for software engineering which is prototyping. Each team 
member is working on demos to assist with this. 

Conclusions: Concluded prototyping is due Monday so we will have it done.

Action items
Action item 1: Finish prototyping

Action item 2:
Action item 3:
Action item 4:



Oct 17, 2021 Meeting notes Oct 19, 2021 Meeting notes Oct 22, 2021 Meeting notes
Date: Oct 17, 2021 Date: Oct 19, 2021 Date: Oct 22, 2021
Time: 8:30pm-9:30pm Time: 6:30pm-8:00pm Time: 12:00pm-1:00pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis
Krishna Kadiyala

Absentees: N/A Absentees: N/A Absentees: N/A
Note taker: Dylan Wulfson Note taker: Kate Brayshaw Note taker: Dylan Wulfson
Location: Zoom Location: Zoom Location: Tucker
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Team Members Demo Work From Long Weekend Agenda: Agenda item 1: Technology Discussion (Lambda, ECS, etc.) Agenda: Agenda item 1: UI Feedback

Agenda item 2: TODO For Week After Fall Break Agenda item 2: Iteration Plan Agenda item 2: AWS API Gateway
Agenda item 3: Discuss New Potential Stretch Goals Agenda item 3: Delegating work Agenda item 3: Determine MVP

Agenda item 1: Initial Demo of Components Agenda item 1: Technology Discussion (Lambda, ECS, etc.) Agenda item 1: Front End UI Feedback

Discussion:
Jacob Hollis demoed a solution for back-end test cases that works with pre-
determined code. Ngan Hanh Tran outlined the UI for the front-end. Kate 
demonstrated how to set up and administer DynamoDB. Dylan Wulfson and Nithesh 
Bonugu are both researching ReactJS. 

Discussion:
Jacob Hollis presented a problemflow.drawio to the team and explained his 
understanding of lambda and how to implement it into our project. It was decided 
python would be the best language to use for lambda. The team discussed the best 
way to deploy frontend would be through ECS. There was some concerns on the 
difficulty level of this, but the team will continue pursuing this option. 

Discussion:
Tran presented a demo of the UI to Dr. Kadiyala to get feedback and clarification 
before the team began with implementation.

Conclusions:

The team concluded the following week should be focused on combining the 
components that are working and researching solutions to help finish the components 
that are not done yet. 

Conclusions:

The team concluded lambda to be a good technology to incorporate into our project 
and developed a better understanding how it might be used. Ngan Hanh Tran will work 
towards deployment on ECS with the help of the rest of the team (if needed).

Conclusions:

Dr. Kadiyala gave feedback on the contest portion of the project, suggesting that 
contests should present students with a single problem to complete before moving on 
to the next and that students would recieve hints only in practice problems and not 
timed contests. Practice problems should be the same format as contests but with the 
addition of both hints and a "show solution" option. Color palette and menu layout 
should prioritize looking as approachable as possible to beginner programmers.

Action items Action items Action items
Action item 1: Each team member encouraged to research DynamoDB for better understanding. Action item 1: Each team member encouraged to research Lambda for better understanding. Action item 1: Research color palettes that are considered friendly

Action item 2: Each team member encouraged to review student/admin flow documents Action item 2: Each team member encouraged to research ECS for better understanding. Action item 2: Enable/disable hint and solution options based on if problems are contest or practice.

Action item 3:
Functioning components should be demoed to Dr. Kadiyala to confirm team is in 
agreement Action item 3:

If Ngan Hanh Tran needs help with ECS deployment the team will assist.
Action item 3:

Implement some form of a reward system to keep students engaged and excited.

Agenda item 2: TODO For Week After Fall Break Agenda item 2: Iteration Plan Agenda item 2: AWS API Gateway

Discussion:
Several components work at a "proof of concept" level after the break. The team now 
needs to expand and integrate their respective components over the next week. Discussion:

The team worked on our "Iteration 1 Plan". A file was shared in google docs and we 
discussed the best componenets to incorporate into our first iteration plan. We also 
discussed the required technologies which pertained to: frontend SPA hosted on ECS 
/ Fargate, backend Lambda Functions with database and codebuild interfaces, 
DynamoDB tables and object definitions, codebuild resource generation / teardown 
with lambda (and likely cloud formation, S3 persistent / temporary object storage. As 
well as how a student might go about running throught the website: student request 
problem, server returns problem, student submits problem request.

Discussion:
The team is using AWS Lambda to Hanhle events and calls within the back end and 
API Gateway should be used to allow communication with front end systems.

Conclusions:

The team concluded that research should be focused on S3 buckets, communicating 
between components with JSON, and ways to host front-end. The team also 
concluded that members who had a working proof of concept should focus on 
integration over research. 

Conclusions:

The team concluded the most important features to include in the first iteration plan for 
the front end was a homepage with clickable components and student interface with 
only 1 practice to test. For the databse we concluded user table, classroom table, and 
problem tables design/structure idea (more specific details in iteraiton plan). We also 
determined we would need to have a meeting with Dr. Kadiyala this week. Conclusions:

All team members agreed to research API Gateway and Hanhling it's generated 
events with Lambda.

Action items Action items Action items
Action item 1: Dylan Wulfson research SSH calls using AWS EC2 to send S3 buckets and JSONs Action item 1: Complete the first iteration plan. Action item 1: Research AWS API Gateway Calls

Action item 2:
Kate Brayshaw work on DynamoDB demo from command line, and integrate with 
back-end Action item 2:

Demonstrate the prototype that Ngan Hanh Tran created to Dr. Kadiyala and go over 
architecture design with her.

Action item 3: Nithesh Bonugu combine login page with AWS Cognito and add to front-end

Action item 4: Ngan Hanh Tran confirm UI design with Dr. Kadiyala Agenda item 3: Delegating Work Agenda item 3: Determine MVP

Action item 5:
Jacob Hollis add ability for code-build demo to switch test cases and be called by back 
end

Discussion:

Team delegated the work that we must complete for the next couple week in order to 
complete our project and to get a Hanhle on integration. We had to decide which team 
members would work on frontend SPA hosted on ECS / Fargate, backend Lambda 
Functions with database and codebuild interfaces, DynamoDB tables and object 
definitions, codebuild resource generation / teardown with lambda (and likely cloud 
formation), S3 persistent / temporary object storage. 

Discussion:

Identify main proces flow and decide which components need to be ready on first 
iteration.

Agenda item 3: New Stretch Goals

Discussion:

Team wanted to confirm with Dr. Kadiyala how the hints mecHanhic should function 
durng a contest, as well as adding language support and student to student discussion 
post interaction

Conclusions:

The team concluded Ngan Hanh Tran will work on frontend SPA hosted on ECS, Kate 
Brayshaw will work with the database and lambda functions that read from the table, 
Nithesh Bonugu will work on getting code from student to backend, Dylan Wulfson will 
work with interface lambda with cloudformation, and Jacob Hollis will be work with 
codebuild resource generation/teardown with lambda. Conclusions:

The team concluded that the student's process flow was of highest priority and that 
components involved in a student successfully taking and completing a programming 
contest (with pre-determined data) would be the focus for first iteration.

Action items Action items
Action item 1: Ngan Hanh Tran will work on frontend SPA hosted on ECS Action item 1: Implement API Gateway to connect with front end

Conclusions:

Concluded that hints and discussion posts should be marked down as topic for next 
meeting with client. Language support is written down as stretch goal with no definite 
timeframe. Action item 2:

Kate Brayshaw will work with the database and lambda functions that read from the 
table

Action item 2:

Implement front end (forced login as test student)

Action items Action item 3: Nithesh Bonugu will work on getting code from student to backend Action item 3: Create Lambda Hanhlers for API Gateway

Action item 1: Add hint questions to next meeting's topics Action item 4: Dylan Wulfson will work with interface lambda with cloudformation Action item 4: Create pre-determined problem and test cases

Action item 2: Propose expanding student discussions to function similar to Piazza.com Action item 5: Jacob Hollis will be work with codebuild resource generation/teardown with lambda

Action item 3: Language support marked down to be addressed after creation of MVP



Oct 28, 2021 Meeting notes
Date: Oct 28, 2021
Time: 6:30pm-7:50pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis

Absentees: N/A
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Zoom
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Team Members Share Demo Work/Findings

Agenda item 2: Delegate Work For the Week

Agenda item 1: Team Members Share Demo Work/Findings

Discussion:
Jacob shared the sys_architecture.drawio diagram again and explained more in depth 
the flow of it. The concept of python flask was brought up and explained, so that the 
team has a better understanding how it will be used. The VPC diagram was also 
demoed during this meeting so that the team has a better idea of how it works. API 
frontend and backend examples were shown and shared. Load balancers in VPC for 
flask containers were introduced and explained within the diagrams. The importance 
of ECS telemetrics for API gateway, dynamoDB, and containers was brought up and 
discussed. Longterm storage in amazon AWS was shown through a demo. As well as 
codebuild input/output was shared.

Conclusions:

 The team concluded by having a better understanding of the concepts and overall 
flow of our entire project and how it will run. We were presented with many diagrams 
and have been encouraged to look over them again as well as create our own.

Action items
Action item 1: Each team member encouraged to research flask for better understanding.

Action item 2: Each team member encouraged to review flow documents

Action item 3:
Each team memeber encouraged to make their own diagram (similar to problemflow.
drawio)

Agenda item 2: Delegate Work For the Week 

Discussion:
The team discussed what we thought would be important to work on this week which 
was ultimately UI, databse, frontend webservices, API gateway (frontend and 
backend) which would aid in the first iteration. We were also given Dr. Kadiyala's 
practice problems to look over and integrate.

Conclusions:
Each team memeber was given their job for the week which we delegated and will 
complete.

Action items
Action item 1: Dylan Wulfson will work on API Gateway

Action item 2: Kate Brayshaw Will Work on DynmaoDB

Action item 3:
Nithesh Bonugu will convert Dr. Kadiyala's practice problems and/or assist Dylan 
Wulfson and Ngan Hanh Tran in their topics 



Action item 4: Ngan Hanh Tran will work on frontend UI and HTML

Action item 5: Jacob Hollis will work on backend API



Nov 07, 2021 Meeting notes
Date: Nov 7, 2021
Time: 5:00pm-5:30pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis

Absentees: N/A
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Zoom
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Check in with team members 

Agenda item 2: Go over github commands/fix Ngan Hanh Tran github issues

Agenda item 1: Check in with team members 

Discussion:
The team went over the different tasks each member's been working on and what they 
will continue to work on for the following week. We also discussed deadlines and when 
we would like to have each members part finished so that we can start 
integration/merging. 

Conclusions:

Tasks were solidfied/discussed and the team concluded all our tasks should be 
completed by the end of next week so that we can focus our energy on merging for the 
weeks that follow.

Action items

Action item 1:

Nithesh Bonugu will continue working on test cases and will work on putting the test 
cases in github so that Kate Brayshaw and Ngan Hanh Tran have access to them. He 
will also help Ngan Hanh Tran with debugging in React.

Action item 2: Dylan Wulfson will continue developing the API gateway and security for AWS.

Action item 3:
Ngan Hanh Tran will continue to work on the frontend. Tonight she will work on 
debugging for the search bar.

Action item 4:
Jacob Hollis Will work on the backend lamdba once the DB has been completed. And 
will work on how to host the frontend through ECS clusters.

Action item 5: Kate Brayshaw will continue development on dynamoDB.

Agenda item 2: Go over github commands/fix Ngan Hanh Tran github issues

Discussion:
The team discussed/reviewed some git commands on how to pull and push code. 
Jacob Hollis and Ngan Hanh Tran worked on fixing a git issue she was having.

Conclusions:
The team got a review on how to push edits to github. And the issues Ngan Hanh Tran 
was having have been resolved.

Action items



Action item 1: Each team member encouraged to continue to push their work to github.

Action item 2: Each team member encouraged to review git commands.



Nov 12, 2021 Meeting notes
Date: Nov 12, 2021
Time: 6:30pm-7:20pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis

Absentees: N/A
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Zoom
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Look over teammates demos

Agenda item 2: Plan upcoming dates/check in with teammates

Agenda item 1: Look over teammates demos

Discussion:
Jacob Hollis demoed/showed the team a CDK application to spin up simple resources 
for our service on AWS. Dylan Wulfson demoed API calls woking through the browser 
as well as showed us a lambda that he created. The team also discussed topics such 
as how to get student code sent to the DB, encoding scheme to shorten code files, 
how to call lambda through API gateway (possible solution would be SFTP to dummy 
docker). Jacob Hollis and Ngan Hanh Tran also discussed where to temporarily store 
nodeJS.Conclusions:

.The team developed a better understanign on how CDK and the API calls work 
among our project as well as bringing up potential questions and possible solutions to 
these questions. Ultimately more research must be done.

Action items
Action item 1: Research how to call lambda from API gateway.

Action item 2: Reasearch how to cHanhge lambda to typescript.

Action item 3: Research how to get student code into DB.

Agenda item 2: Plan upcoming dates/check in with teammates

Discussion:
The team discussed breifly what they are still working on as well determined important 
dates. We discussed our plans over winter break and how we would like to go forward 
with the project.  Nithesh Bonugu will continue his work on use cases, Kate Brayshaw 
will try to finish up the database over the weekend, Ngan Hanh Tran is continuing her 
studies on React and working with the frontend, Dylan Wulfson will continue working 
with API.

Conclusions:

The team concluded over winter break we must figure out file upload. Ngan Hanh Tran 
and Jacob Hollis will work together on NodeJS, Kate Brayshaw will work on finishing 
up the database over the weekend, Nithesh Bonugu will continue working on use 
cases, and Dylan Wulfson will continue his work on API gateway and lambda. 

Action items
Action item 1: Ngan Hanh Tran and Jacob Hollis will work together on NodeJS.

Action item 2: Kate Brayshaw finish up the database over the weekend.

Action item 3: Nithesh Bonugu will continue working on use cases.



Action item 4: Dylan Wulfson continue work on API.



Nov 19, 2021 Meeting notes
Date: Nov 19, 2021
Time: 7:00pm-7:35pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran

Absentees: Jacob Hollis; He had computer issues so it was not intended. 
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Zoom
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Check in with teammates

Agenda item 2: Plan next steps 

Agenda item 1: Check in with teammates 

Discussion:
The team discussed what they are currently working on. The intent for todays meeting 
was to discuss how to merge. Ngan Hanh Tran showed changes that she made to the 
frontend. Which revolved around creating the text box to insert code and questions. 
Nithesh Bonugu discussed how far he has come with his react courses which was 
JSX, authorization form, and props. Ngan Hanh Tran asked Nithesh Bonugu to look 
into use state. The group discussed how to complete "contact instructor" which could 
possibly be solved by a message table in dynamo. Ngan Hanh Tran has disclosed she 
will share what she learns in react with Ngan Hanh Tran. Dylan will continue working 
on getting API gateway talking to dynamoDB. Kate Brayshaw filled in the team on her 
database advances. She will work on adding functions to user table, problem table, 
and classroom table. 

Conclusions:
.The team developed a better understanding on how the frontend works. As well as a 
better understanding of what each team member will work on this week. 

Action items
Action item 1: Nithesh Bonugu research react use state.

Action item 2:
Kate Brayshaw work on adding functions to user table, problem table, and classroom 
table.

Action item 3: Dylan Wulfson will continue working on getting API gateway talking to dynamoDB.

Action item 4: Ngan Hanh Tran share what she learned in react with Nithesh Bonugu.

Agenda item 2: Plan next steps

Discussion:
The team discussed how the API gateway will talk to dynamoDB and how to send that 
to the frontend. Ngan Hanh Tran and Dylan Wulfson have agreed to work after the 
team meeting on this issue. Dylan Wulfson also brought up the issue of how the 
frontend and backend API are different and asked Kate Brayshaw and Nithesh 
Bonugu to research/look into it. 

Conclusions:

The team concluded that Ngan Hanh Tran and Dylan Wulfson will work on how the 
API gateway will talk to dynamoDB and how to send that to the frontend. Kate 
Brayshaw and Nithesh Bonugu will look up the difference between frontend and 
backend API to assist the team.

Action items

Action item 1:
Ngan Hanh Tran and Dylan Wulfson work on how the API gateway will talk to 
dynamoDB and how to send that to the frontend



Action item 2:
Kate Brayshaw and Nithesh Bonugu will look up the difference between frontend and 
backend API to assist the team.



Nov 22, 2021 Meeting notes
Date: Nov 22, 2021
Time: 3:00pm-8:00pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis

Absentees: N/A
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Zoom
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Work on merging/finishing up project

Agenda item 2: Complete Presentation 
Agenda item 3: Discuss when to complete dry run 

Agenda item 1: Work on merging/finishing up project

Discussion:
The team worked together for multiple hours to finish coding issues and discuss 
upcoming plans. Specifically Ngan Hanh Tran worked on features involving the 
frontend and Dylan Wulfson worked on API Gateway issues. Jacob Hollis also worked 
on refining backend issues. There were some issue with Nithesh Bonugu testing code 
so he worked on fixing these issues. Kate Brayshaw also worked on converting her 
database code to python from typescript.Conclusions:
 The team continued to work on refining their sections. Many issues arose. But 
ulitamtely the team continued to fix each issue that came. 

Action items
Action item 1: Nithesh Bonugu will fix his testing.

Action item 2: Ngan Hanh Tran worked on features involving the frontend 

Action item 3: Dylan Wulfson worked on API Gateway

Action item 4:
Kate Brayshaw also worked on converting her database code to python from 
typescript

Action item 5: Jacob Hollis will continue to work on refining the backend. 

Agenda item 2: Complete Presentation 

Discussion:
The team discussed completing the presentation. Kate Brayshaw and Jacob Hollis 
completed the majority of the presentation and Nithesh Bonugu helped to edit part of 
the background slides and overall format. Every team member helped with completing 
the “iterations slide” and “what we learned slide". Which were slides 13 and 14.

Conclusions:

Ultimately Kate Brayshaw, Jacob Hollis, Nithesh Bonugu, Dylan Wulfson, and Ngan 
Hanh Tran had parts big and small to help complete the overall presentation slides. 
The team came to a better conclusion for the next iterations and what we would work 
on over the winter break.

Action items



Action item 1:
The team developed a better understanding of what the new iteraitons plans will 
involve. Specifically 2, 3, and 4.

Action item 2:

The team has developed an understanding of knowing to work on/ research the 
necessary steps for the 2nd iteration which revolve around refining our first iteration 
plan and developing login.

Agenda item 3: Discuss when to complete dry run 

Discussion:
The discussed when the best time would be to present our dry run to Dr. Wei. We 
were presented with Monday or Tuesday and throughout our team meeting the team 
realized that Tuesday would work best. We could present during class time or anytime 
after 5:15pm.

Conclusions:
Ultimately the team realized that Tuesday would work best. We can present during 
class time or anytime after 5:15pm.

Action items

Action item 1:
Present a dry run on Tuesday. Time has not been specified yet since Dr. Wei has not 
replied back quite yet.



Nov 30, 2021 Meeting notes Dec 01, 2021 Meeting notes
Date: Nov 30, 2021 Date: Dec 1, 2021
Time: 7:00pm-8:10pm Time: 8:10pm-8:40pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis
Dr. Wei Dr. Wei

Absentees: N/A Absentees: N/A
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Zoom Location: Zoom
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Work on dry run with Dr. Wei Agenda: Agenda item 1: Complete another dry run with Dr. Wei

Agenda item 2: Fix last minute issues for project/presentation Agenda item 2: Fix up last minute changes for presentation 

Agenda item 1: Work on dry run with Dr. Wei Agenda item 1: Complete another dry run with Dr. Wei

Discussion:
The team completed a dry run with Dr. Wei. He listened to our presentation and gave 
the team helpful feedback. This included explaining why we chose our particular 
technologies, fix minor grammar issues on slides, cHanhge release plan form a picture 
to bullet points, use use cases for iteration 1 plan, introduce what lambda is, explain 
more about the diagrams, for demo do the backend to show a working product, and 
“lesson learned” should be more universal instead of each team member.

Discussion:
The team completed a second dry run with Dr. Wei to show edits and improvements 
on our presentation and demo. Ultimately it was a short meeting as Dr. Wei approved 
of all of our changes. Critiques that were mentioned was to make sure we memorized 
each slide and during transitions (from one slide to another) we should introduce the 
next speaker for a smoother transition. 

Conclusions:

The team developed a better understanding on how to improve our presentation for 
Thursday. This includes edits to our presentation slides and improving our demo. 

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team grew a better understanding of what we must improve on for our 
presentation. That being to memorize our slides and have better transitions from one 
slide to the next. 

Action items Action items
Action item 1: Jacob Hollis and Dylan Wulfson will work on improving the demo. Action item 1: Each team member encouraged to memorize slides before presentation.

Action item 2: Kate Brayshaw will work on improving the slides. Action item 2: Team encouraged to improve/edit demo for presentation. 

Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran will add a few more features ot the frontend to aid in the demo.

Action item 4: Nithesh Bonugu will assist Kate with editing slides. Agenda item 2: Fix up last minute changes for presentation 

Discussion:
After the second dry run with Dr. Wei the team got approved on most of the changes. 
Small edits were assigned and fixed to complete an efficient presentation. The small 
things that needed fixing was one grammar edit and to refine the demo. The team also 
discussed practicing slides more in depth so that we can have a more successful 
presentation tomorrow. Kate Brayshaw assigned slides to each team memeber for 
better transitions. 

Agenda item 2: Fix last minute issues for project/presnetation 

Discussion:

After the dry run with Dr. Wei half of team worked on improving the demo while the 
other half worked on imporving the presentaition.Over zoom Dylan Wulfson worked on 
improving API gateway issues, while Ngan Hanh Tran worked on adding some more 
components/editing previous code. Jacob Hollis also worked on improving the demo 
so that we would not have to show the backend demo for our example in our 
presentation. Kate Brayshaw worked on editing all the slides with the information that 
was given by Dr. Wei previously. Which is listed in the above discussion. Nithesh 
Bonugu had to leave halfway through for another meeting. But when he came back he 
assisted with editing 1-2 slide. 

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team concluded the final edits to our presentation slides. Small edits 
were made which were provided by Dr. Wei. The team will review their designated 
slides for their presentation tomorrow.

Action items

Conclusions:

Dylan Wulfson worked on improving API gateway issues, while Ngan Hanh Tran 
worked on adding some more components/editing previous code. Jacob Hollis also 
worked on improving the demo. Kate Brayshaw worked own majority of the slides. 
Nithesh came in later to proofread them/small edits. Action item 1:

Each team member was assigned certain slides. So each team member is 
encouraged to memorize them for our presentation on Thursday. 

Action items Action item 2:
Ngan Hanh Tran, Jacob Hollis, and Dylan Wulfson made some final edits for our demo 
on Thursday.

Action item 1: Dylan Wulfson and Jacob Hollis work on the demo. 

Action item 2: Kate Brayshaw will work on editing slides.

Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran edit react components.



Dec 06, 2021 Meeting notes Dec 10, 2021 Meeting notes
Date: Dec 6, 2021 Date: Dec 10, 2021
Time: 6:00pm-6:30pm Time: 12:00pm-12:30pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Dr. Kadiyala Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis

Absentees: N/A Absentees: Nithesh Bonugu
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Zoom Location: Zoom and some in person 
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Work on risk plan Agenda: Agenda item 1: Review risk plan with Dr. Kadiyala

Agenda item 2: Discuss homework 4 and overall next project steps Agenda item 2: Discuss next steps with Dr. Kadiyala

Agenda item 1: Work on risk plan Agenda item 1: Review risk plan with Dr. Kadiyala

Discussion:
The team completed our risk plan. This included security, business, project planning, 
programming, and architecture risks. More specifically security risks involve cognito 
AWS, frontend ECS, backend API, DDOS attacks. Business risks include 
infrastructure, adoption, business security, AWS failure, and money. Project planning 
risks include deadlines, cHanhging requirements, and deployment. Programming risks 
include weak testing, bugs left, releasing incomplete work. Architecture risks include 
component selection and interface design.

Discussion:
The team sat down with Dr. Kadiyala to review the risk plan. And also answered any 
questions she had involving why the team wrote the risk plan as such. An edit to the 
risk plan was made for security run time. DDOS prevention plan was discussed and 
the possibility of locking out IP addresses was brought up. Dr. Kadiyala said she will 
look into it.

Conclusions:

The team completed the risk plan and uploaded to the shared google drive. The link 
can be found below: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HSLeeIS4H-yLxxpL-
iSdFZETXYb-H7Oly3_zn3slCgo/edit

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team discussed the risk plan with Dr. Kadiyala and got it approved by 
her. Small edits were made to the document.DDOS prevention will be looked into by 
Dr. Kadiyala specifically on how to lock out IP addresses after too many failed 
attempts.

Action items Action items
Action item 1: All team members must include the google drive link in their homework 4 Action item 1: Dr. Kadiyala will look into DDOS prevention

Action item 2: All team members encouraged to think about possible improvements to the risk plan Action item 2: All team members encouraged to think about possible improvements to the risk plan

Agenda item 2: Discuss homework 4 and overall next project steps Agenda item 2: Discuss next steps with Dr. Kadiyala

Discussion:
The final question the team discussed involving homework four was our unit testing. 
Jacob Hollis demonstrated what he would be using and a couple other students 
discussed what would be appropriate for them to use. The team also discussed 
another potential meeting and that our next steps should focus on cognito, login, 
frontend talking to the API, and database CRUD. 

Discussion:
The team reviewed our plans for the second iteration to Dr. Kadiyala which includes 
refining the first iteration and completing login. Dr. Kadiyala was added to the groups 
google drive and given access to all the documents so she can review the 
presentation slides and any other important documents she wishes to see. A demo of 
the project was shown to Dr. Kadiyala and the team concluded the demo error must 
be resolved. Dr. Kadiyala wishes to review the diagrams, so Jacob Hollis will tidy up 
the diagrams. The name “Karin Virtual Classroom” was asked to be cHanhged to just 
“Karin”. Dr. Kadiyala also recommended the team to look into codingBat. Conclusions:

The team developed a better understanding on how they should answer unit testing 
for homework four. And the team is aware of the next steps for our project. That being 
cognito, login, frontend talking to the API, and database CRUD. 

Conclusions:

The team concluded improvements must be made to the demo. Dr. Kadiyala will 
review the improved diagrams to get a better understanding of the project. The name 
“Karin Virtual Classroom” was asked to be cHanhged to just “Karin” by Dr. Kadiyala. 
And lastly the team is encouraged to start working on the next steps for iteration two.

Action items Action items
Action item 1: All team members must answer how they assisted in unit testing for homework 4 Action item 1: All team members must start work on the next iteration 

Action item 2: All team members encouraged to focus on the next steps for Karin Action item 2: Jacob Hollis will refine the diagrams so that Dr. Kadiyala may review them



Dec 19, 2021 Meeting notes
Date: Dec 19, 2021
Time: 2:00pm-2:20pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Ngan Hanh Tran Dylan Wulfson

Absentees: Jacob Hollis Nithesh Bonugu
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Zoom
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Discuss specific winter break plans

Agenda item 2: Go over todo list in github

Agenda item 1: Discuss specific winter break plans

Discussion:
The team briefly discussed what each member would be focusing on this winter break 
for our second iteration. More specifically the concept of the frontend being split up by 
two people was approved. This involves one person working with the UI and the other 
working on API. Nithesh Bonugu and Ngan Hanh Tran have agreed to split up these 
tasks for the front-end. Dylan Wulfson will be working on cognito pools and user 
verification on API. Kate Brayshaw will upload her CRUD python to GitHub and work 
on creating professor table. Jacob Hollis will work on backend request formatting and 
improve/isolate their performance so speed up loading time. Nithesh Bonugu and 
Ngan Hanh Tran will both work on frontend more specifically Ngan Hanh Tran will 
work on the login page.

Conclusions:

To conclude the team has developed a better understanding of what each member will 
be working on for this winter break. Wich involves Jacob Hollis working on backend, 
Kate Brayshaw working on the database, Nithesh Bonugu and Ngan Hanh Tran 
working on the frontend, and Dylan Wulfson working on user verification on API.

Action items
Action item 1: Ngan Hanh Tran will work on the login page.

Action item 2: Dylan Wulfson will work on user verification on API.

Action item 3: Kate Brayshaw will work on professor table and CRUD

Action item 2: Jacob Hollis will work on improving backend performance.

Action item 2: Nithesh Bonugu will assist Ngan Hanh Tran with frontend.

Agenda item 2: Go over todo list in github

Discussion:
The team briefly went over the todo list located in our GitHub which was created by 
Jacob Hollis. The team developed a better understanding of which components on our 
project require more immediate attention and improvement. And the team is 
encouraged to reach out if any questions about the todo list arise.

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better understanding of our next stages in the Karin 
project. As well as which parts of the second iteration are more important to work on 
currently. This assisted the team in deciding what each member will work on over 
break.

Action items



Action item 1: All team members encouraged to review the todo list in Github

Action item 2:
All team members encouraged to ask questions/assist each other for the  2nd 
iteraiton.



Dec 26, 2021 Meeting notes
Date: Dec 26, 2021
Time: 2:00pm-2:15pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu

Absentees: Jacob Hollis Ngan Hanh Tran Dylan Wulfson
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Zoom
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Review what each member is working on/discuss progress

Agenda item 2: Discuss next steps

Agenda item 1: Review what each member is working on/discuss progress

Discussion:
The team briefly discussed our progress on our work for the second iteration and went 
over what we would continue to work on over winter break. More specifically this 
involved Nithesh Bonugu and Ngan Hanh Tran to work on UI and API requests for the 
frontend. Dylan Wulfson will continue focusing on fixing cognito pools and cleaning up 
API requests. Kate Brayshaw will continue working on the database by adding a 
professor table and uploading code to GitHub. And Jacob Hollis will be working on 
deploying a pipeline that fits our three layer architecture model and try to reduce the 
number of manual release steps.  

Conclusions:

To conclude the team developed a better understanding of what each team member 
would be contributing for the week. This involves Jacob Hollis to working on the 
pipeline, Nithesh Bonugu and Ngan Hanh Tran to work on the frontend for UI and API 
requests, Dylan Wulfson focusing on cognito as well as API, and Kate Brayshaw to 
focus work on the database for professor table and lambda functions. 

Action items

Action item 1:
Ngan Hanh Tran will work on the login page and other UI components as well as API 
requests.

Action item 2: Dylan Wulfson will work on fixing cognito and cleaning up API responses.

Action item 3: Kate Brayshaw will work on professor table and CRUD.

Action item 2:
Jacob Hollis will work on pipeline deployment and try to reduce number of manual 
release steps.

Action item 2:
Nithesh Bonugu will also work on UI componenets. He will also talk to Ngan Hanh 
Tran to divide the labor of UI and API so there is no confusion.

Agenda item 2: Discuss next steps

Discussion:
The team briefly discussed our next steps. More specifically this involves making a 
CI/CD pipeline which will require automated bots to test our service. This will require 
the whole teams efforts. As well as completing the second iteration which revolves 
around refining the frontend, backend, database, and adding login, professor table, 
cognito. More specifics for the second iteration can be found in our presentation.



Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better understanding of what must be completed for 
future steps. This being completing the second iteration and completing a CI/CD 
pipeline.

Action items

Action item 1:
All team members encouraged to review second iteration plans to confirm they are on 
track.

Action item 2:
All team members encouraged to ask questions/assist each other for the  2nd 
iteraiton.

Action item 3:
All team members encouraged to research CI/CD pipeline that we will need for the 
future.



Jan 03, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Jan 3, 2022
Time: 3:00pm-3:15pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Jacob Hollis Ngan Hanh Tran Dylan Wulfson

Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Slack (due to time constraints this week)
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Review what each member is working on/discuss progress

Agenda item 2: Discuss next steps

Agenda item 1: Review what each member is working on/discuss progress

Discussion:
The team discussed that we would continue our work from last week which was: 
Nithesh Bonugu and Ngan Hanh Tran to work on UI and API requests for the frontend. 
Dylan Wulfson will continue focusing on fixing cognito pools and cleaning up API 
requests. Kate Brayshaw will continue working on the database by adding a professor 
table and uploading code to GitHub. And Jacob Hollis will be working on deploying a 
pipeline that fits our three layer architecture model and try to reduce the number of 
manual release steps.  

Conclusions:

The conclusion is the same as last week which is: The team developed a better 
understanding of what each team member would be contributing for the week. This 
involves Jacob Hollis to working on the pipeline, Nithesh Bonugu and Ngan Hanh Tran 
to work on the frontend for UI and API requests, Dylan Wulfson focusing on cognito as 
well as API, and Kate Brayshaw to focus work on the database for professor table and 
lambda functions. 

Action items

Action item 1:
Ngan Hanh Tran will work on the login page and other UI components as well as API 
requests.

Action item 2: Dylan Wulfson will work on fixing cognito and cleaning up API responses.

Action item 3: Kate Brayshaw will work on professor table and CRUD.

Action item 2:
Jacob Hollis will work on pipeline deployment and try to reduce number of manual 
release steps.

Action item 2:
Nithesh Bonugu will also work on UI componenets. He will also talk to Ngan Hanh 
Tran to divide the labor of UI and API so there is no confusion.

Agenda item 2: Discuss next steps

Discussion:
The team briefly reviewed our next steps which we had mentioned last week. This 
involves making a CI/CD pipeline which will require automated bots to test our service. 
This will require the whole teams efforts. As well as completing the second iteration 
which revolves around refining the frontend, backend, database, and adding login, 
professor table, cognito. More specifics for the second iteration can be found in our 
presentation.



Conclusions:

To conclude the team again developed a better understanding of what must be 
completed for future steps. This being completing the second iteration and completing 
a CI/CD pipeline.

Action items

Action item 1:
All team members encouraged to review second iteration plans to confirm they are on 
track.

Action item 2:
All team members encouraged to ask questions/assist each other for the  2nd 
iteraiton.

Action item 3:
All team members encouraged to research CI/CD pipeline that we will need for the 
future.



Jan 08, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Jan 8, 2022
Time: 2:00pm-2:15pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Jacob Hollis Ngan Hanh Tran Dylan Wulfson

Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Slack again (due to time constraints this week)
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Review what each member is working on/discuss progress

Agenda item 2: Discuss next steps

Agenda item 1: Review what each member is working on/discuss progress

Discussion:
The team concluded this week will be the exact same as last week which is: Nithesh 
Bonugu and Ngan Hanh Tran to work on UI and API requests for the frontend. Dylan 
Wulfson will continue focusing on fixing cognito pools and cleaning up API requests. 
Kate Brayshaw will continue working on the database by adding a professor table and 
uploading code to GitHub. And Jacob Hollis will be working on deploying a pipeline 
that fits our three layer architecture model and try to reduce the number of manual 
release steps.  

Conclusions:

The conclusion is the same as last week which is: The team developed a better 
understanding of what each team member would be contributing for the week. This 
involves Jacob Hollis to working on the pipeline, Nithesh Bonugu and Ngan Hanh Tran 
to work on the frontend for UI and API requests, Dylan Wulfson focusing on cognito as 
well as API, and Kate Brayshaw to focus work on the database for professor table and 
lambda functions. 

Action items

Action item 1:
Ngan Hanh Tran will work on the login page and other UI components as well as API 
requests.

Action item 2: Dylan Wulfson will work on fixing cognito and cleaning up API responses.

Action item 3: Kate Brayshaw will work on professor table and CRUD.

Action item 2:
Jacob Hollis will work on pipeline deployment and try to reduce number of manual 
release steps.

Action item 2:
Nithesh Bonugu will also work on UI componenets. He will also talk to Ngan Hanh 
Tran to divide the labor of UI and API so there is no confusion.

Agenda item 2: Discuss next steps

Discussion:
The team concluded the week will be the exact same as last week which involves 
making a CI/CD pipeline which will require automated bots to test our service. This will 
require the whole teams efforts. As well as completing the second iteration which 
revolves around refining the frontend, backend, database, and adding login, professor 
table, cognito. More specifics for the second iteration can be found in our presentation.



Conclusions:

To conclude the team again developed a better understanding of what must be 
completed for future steps. This being completing the second iteration and completing 
a CI/CD pipeline.

Action items

Action item 1:
All team members encouraged to review second iteration plans to confirm they are on 
track.

Action item 2:
All team members encouraged to ask questions/assist each other for the  2nd 
iteraiton.

Action item 3:
All team members encouraged to research CI/CD pipeline that we will need for the 
future.



Jan 12, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Jan 12, 2022
Time: 2:00pm-2:35pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Jacob Hollis Ngan Hanh Tran Dylan Wulfson

Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: zoom
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Review what each team member worked on over break

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week

Agenda item 1: Review what each team member worked on over break

Discussion:
The team discussed what we did over break. Jacob Hollis worked on migrating CDK. 
He split it into three stacks. Dylan Wulfson worked on refactoring the frontend and the 
backend with Jacob Hollis. Ngan Hanh Tran worked on improving the frontend. Kate 
Brayshaw worked on the professor table and researching Dynamo Tables. Nithesh 
Bonugu worked on discussing who would work on each portion of the frontend with 
Ngan Hanh Tran (UI and refactoring) .

Conclusions:

The team developed a better understanding of what each member has accomplished 
over the break. As well as specific things each team member will continue to work on 
in the future. We also came to the conclusion that Nithesh Bonugu will focus on user 
interface and Ngan Hanh Tran will focus on refactoring the frontend.

Action items
Action item 1: The team developed a better understanding of what everyone worked on over break.

Action item 2:
The team developed a better understanding of what our next steps should be to 
progress.

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week

Discussion:
The team discussed after we complete refactoring we must start work on cognito login, 
email set up, phone number set up, and classroom organization. Jacob Hollis will also 
work on setting up our AWS credentials again. The team has also discussed meeting 
this Friday during Senior Design class time to work on our website which is due on 
January 17th. The team also talked about our unfinished documentation, so Kate 
Brayshaw will work on finalizing all the documents. The team also concluded Nithesh 
Bonugu will also work on UI componenets.

Conclusions:

The team concluded our next steps after refactoring should be to work on cognito 
login, email set up, phone number set up, and classroom organization. Our team 
leader will work on giving each team member AWS credentials again and we will meet 
another time this week on January 17th which is this Friday to set up our teams 
website. Kate Brayshaw will work on finalizing all the documents. Nithesh Bonugu will 
work on UI componenets.

Action items
Action item 1: Kate Brayshaw will work on documentation.



Action item 2: Nithesh Bonugu will work on UI componenets.

Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran will work on refactoring the frontend.

Action item 4: Dylan Wulfson will work on refactoring the frontend and backend with Jacob Hollis.

Action item 5: Jacob Hollis will work on improving CDK performance.



Jan 21, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Jan 21, 2022
Time: 11:50am-12:00pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Jacob Hollis Ngan Hanh Tran Dylan Wulfson

Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Tucker 137
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Review what each team member worked on over the past week

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week

Agenda item 1: Review what each team member worked on over the past week

Discussion:
The team discussed what we did over the past week. Jacob Hollis continued to work 
on migrating CDK. Dylan Wulfson continued his work on refactoring the frontend to 
add cognito. Ngan Hanh Tran worked on improving the frontend. Kate Brayshaw 
worked on the riogrande website and documentation for the team. 

Conclusions:

The team developed a better understanding of what each member has accomplished 
over the last week. That being that Jacob Hollis worked on CDK, Dylan Wulfson 
continued work on cognito, Kate Brayshaw completed the prototype for riogrande 
website, and Ngan Hanh Tran assisted with riogrande website as well as continue 
working on the frontend.

Action items
Action item 1: The team developed a better understanding of what everyone worked on this week.

Action item 2:
The team developed a better understanding of what our next steps should be to 
progress.

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week

Discussion:
The team discussed our plans for this coming week. That being that Dylan Wulfson 
will continue work on cognito integration and cleanup the frontend API requests, Jacob 
Hollis will work on user table functions, Nithesh Bonugu will work on the instructor view 
page, Kate Brayshaw will work on the teams documentation and refining riogrande 
website, and Ngan Hanh Tran will work on the homepage for Karin.

Conclusions:

Specifically Dylan Wulfson will on cognito integration and cleanup the frontend API 
requests, Jacob Hollis will work on user table functions, Nithesh Bonugu will work on 
the instructor view page, Kate Brayshaw will work on the teams documentation and 
refining riogrande website, and Ngan Hanh Tran will work on the homepage for Karin.

Action items
Action item 1: Kate Brayshaw will work on documentation and refining riogrande website.

Action item 2: Nithesh Bonugu will work on instructor view page.



Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran will work on Karin homepage.

Action item 4: Dylan Wulfson will work on cognito and cleanup frontend API requests.

Action item 5: Jacob Hollis will work on user table functions.



Jan 28, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Jan 28, 2022
Time: 11:50am-12:00pm

Attendees:
Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Jacob Hollis Ngan Hanh Tran Dylan Wulfson
Dr. Kadiyala

Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Tucker 137
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Review what each team member worked on over the past week

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week

Agenda item 1: Review what each team member worked on over the past week

Discussion:

The team discussed the project agenda with Dr. Kadiyala and what each member 
worked on for the following week. This involved Nithesh Bonugu working on designing 
the instructor view page, Jacob Hollis continuing his work on refining CDK 
performance, Kate Brayshaw working on riogrande website with Nagan Hanh Tran 
and working on teams documentation, Ngan Hanh Tran working on riogrande website 
with Kate Brayshaw, and Dylan Wulfson continuing his work on cognito.

Conclusions:

To conclude the team and Dr. Kadiyala understands what each team member has 
worked on. This includes: Nithesh Bonugu working on designing the instructor view 
page, Jacob Hollis continuing his work on refining CDK performance, Kate Brayshaw 
working on riogrande website with Nagan Hanh Tran and working on teams 
documentation, Ngan Hanh Tran working on riogrande website with Kate Brayshaw, 
and Dylan Wulfson continuing his work on cognito.

Action items
Action item 1: The team developed a better understanding of what everyone worked on this week.

Action item 2: The team will discuss what each member should work on to improve Code Karin.

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week

Discussion:

The team plans to work on certain tasks for the upcoming week. This involves Nithesh 
Bonugu to continue his work on the instructor view page, Jacob Hollis starting work on 
user table functions, Ngan Hanh Tran starting work on the Karin homepage, Kate 
Brayshaw refining the riogrande website and continue documentation, Dylan Wulfson 
continuing work on cognito and cleanup the frontend API requests. 

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team and Dr. Kadiyala understands what each team member will be 
working on for the upcoming week. This includes Nithesh Bonugu to continue his work 
on the instructor view page, Jacob Hollis starting work on user table functions, Ngan 
Hanh Tran starting work on the Karin homepage, Kate Brayshaw refining the 
riogrande website and continue documentation, Dylan Wulfson continuing work on 
cognito and cleanup the frontend API requests.

Action items



Action item 1: Nithesh Bonugu will continue his work on the instructor view page.

Action item 2: Jacob Hollis starting work on user table functions.

Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran starting work on the Karin homepage.

Action item 4: Kate Brayshaw refining the riogrande website and continue documentation.

Action item 5: Dylan Wulfson continuing work on cognito and cleanup the frontend API requests.



Feb 02, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Feb 2, 2022
Time: 11:00am-11:15am

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Jacob Hollis Ngan Hanh Tran Dylan Wulfson

Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Tucker 137
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Review what each team member worked on over the past week

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week/discuss holdups

Agenda item 1: Review what each team member worked on over the past week

Discussion:
The team discussed what each had been working on for the week. Specifically Nithesh 
Bonugu made progress on the discussion board making direct message possible, 
Ngan Hanh Tran has created Code Karins first rough draft homepage, Dylan Wulfson 
has allowed the API to get student code submitted through post request, Kate 
Brayshaw has finished up version 1.2 of the vision document and version 1.2 of the 
use case document, and Jacob Hollis has been working on getting a subdomain for 
the front-end as well as getting everything spun up on Dr. Kadiyala’s amazon account. 

Conclusions:

The team developed a better understanding of what each team member has 
contributed this week. That being Jacob Hollis’s contribution to the domain, Dylan 
Wulfson’s work on Api, Kate Brayshaw’s work on documentation, Nithesh Bonugu 
work on the discussion board, and Ngan Hanh Tran’s work on the homepage.

Action items
Action item 1: The team developed a better understanding of what everyone worked on this week.

Action item 2: The team is encouraged to reach out to other members is issues arise.

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week/discuss holdups

Discussion:
The team talked about this weeks upcoming plans. More specifically what each 
member would be working on. Nithesh Bonugu will work on improving the discussion 
board to allow more tHanh direct conversations, Dylan Wulfson will continue to work 
on improving API, Jacob Hollis will work on subdomain for the front-end API and 
spinning up resources on Dr. Kadiyala’s amazon account, Kate Brayshaw will start 
work on version 1.3 of use case document and should have it done by the end of the 
week, Ngan Hanh Tran will work on making the homepage buttons clickable and 
overall improving other functions of the frontend. 

Conclusions:

To conclude the team developed a better understanding of everyones role for the 
week. Kate Brayshaw will finish up the Use Case document, Dylan Wulfson will 
continue to improve frontend, Jacob Hollis will work on subdomain for frontend and 
spinning up resources on Dr. Kadiyala’s amazon, Ngan Hanh Tran will work on 
improving the frontend, Nithesh Bonugu will work on improving the discussion board.

Action items
Action item 1: Kate Brayshaw will work on Use Case documentation

Action item 2: Nithesh Bonugu will work on improving discussion board.



Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran will work on improving homepage.

Action item 4: Dylan Wulfson will work on Hanhling user authentication for cognito.

Action item 5:
Jacob Hollis will work on subdomain for frontend API and spinning resources in Dr. 
Kadiyala's account.



Feb 07, 2022 Meeting notes Feb 09, 2022 Meeting notes Feb 11, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Feb 7, 2022 Date: Feb 9, 2022 Date: Feb 11, 2022
Time: 11:00am-11:15am Time: 11:00am-11:30am Time: 11:00am-11:20am

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Jacob Hollis Ngan Hanh Tran Dylan Wulfson Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Jacob Hollis Ngan Hanh Tran Dylan Wulfson Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Jacob Hollis Ngan Hanh Tran Dylan Wulfson
Dr. Kadiyala Dr. Kadiyala

Absentees: Absentees: Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw Note taker: Kate Brayshaw Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Tucker 137 Location: Tucker 137 Location: Tucker 137
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Go over project agenda with Dr. Kadiyala from missed snow day Agenda: Agenda item 1: Go over to do list for next steps Agenda: Agenda item 1: Meet with Dr. Kadiyala for team meeting 

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week/discuss holdups Agenda item 2: discuss what each person is working on for project agenda
Agenda item 1: Meet with Dr. Kadiyala for team meeting 

Agenda item 1: Go over project agenda with Dr. Kadiyala from missed snow day Agenda item 1: Go over to do list for next steps

Discussion:
The team met with Dr. Kadiyala to show her our progress and project agenda. Jacob 
Hollis demonstrated how far we’ve come in our project and showed how we can go 
directly to the domain “codekarin.com" now. It was a brief meeting and she had no 
questions about the project agenda. The about page was delegated to Kate Brayshaw 
in todays meeting as well.Discussion:

The team went over our project agenda with Dr. Kadiyala. More specifically we 
presented her with what each team member was working on for the week and what 
our holdups were. Her feedback being that she wants our main focus for the project to 
be on avatar features and contests in class. The team let her know our holdups are 
that we must flesh out our user implementation before we can get in to avatars. A few 
other key features she wanted to include on instructor page is where they can see 
student progress. The leader board can be something everyone can see. She also 
wants to possibly test the software with her own students.

Discussion:

The team went over a to-do list which are the necessary next steps to go forward with 
the code karin project. The team must focus on domain routing which includes 
frontend API integration, default endpoint for cloud front, cognito login endpoint. For 
the frontend what is needed is dynamic react pages based on API query results. A 
possible solution for this can be to make mock API responses for react resting. As for 
backend we need API updates which are CRUD for classroom, problem, and users. Conclusions:

To conclude Dr. Kadiyala was shown an updated version of the teams progress on 
code karin. The project agenda was shared with Dr. Kadiyala. And the about page was 
delegated to Kate Brayshaw.

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better idea of what the Dr. Kadiyala wants more 
specifically the ability to have avatars, showing student progress on instructor page, 
and the ability to show leader board to all students. And she wants to use code Karin 
to test with her students. Conclusions:

To conclude the team developed a more fleshed out idea of what our next steps 
should be to progress the code karin project. Specifically improving and working on 
the domain routing, react integration, and backend API updates.

Action items
Action items Action items Action item 1: Kate Brayshaw will work on the about page and update riogrande website.

Action item 1: The team will try to incorporate showing student progress on instructor page. Action item 1: The team will work on domain routing. Action item 2: Jacob Hollis will configure login buttons and frontend integration.

Action item 2: The team will incorporate leader board. Action item 2: The team will work on react integration. Action item 3: Dylan Wulfson will continue research on cognito and API components. 

Action item 3: When the team finishes Dr. Kadiyala's class will demo it. Action item 3: The team will work on backend API updates. Action item 4: Nithesh Bonugu will merge discussion board.

Action item 5: Ngan Hanh Tran will work on classroom list.

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week/discuss holdups Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week/discuss holdups

Discussion:
After going over the protect agenda with Dr. Kadiyala the team presented what each 
member would be working on for the following week. More specifically Nithesh Bonugu 
will continue work on the discussion board allowing multiple people to talk to each 
other, Jacob Hollis will work on subdomain for frontend API and spin up resources on 
Dr. Kadiyala’s account, Ngan Hanh Tran will continue work on the homepage to refine 
the first draft, Kate Brayshaw will finish Use Case document and finish up the vision 
document and also help Ngan Hanh Tran with frontend pages, and Dylan Wulfson will 
work on user authentication for cognito. 

Discussion:
The following tasks have been delegated for the following week. Nithesh Bonugu will 
continue merging his code and once done will work on a frontend page in code Karin, 
Jacob Hollis will continue his work on domain integration, Ngan Hanh Tran will debug 
her problems list page and also start work on the classroom list, Kate Brayshaw will 
assist in writing the frontend code with Ngan Hanh Tran specifically she will do the 
about page and update riogrande website, and Dylan Wulfson will research API 
components and cognito to further his ability in this section.

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better understanding of what each person is working 
on. More specifically Kate Brayshaw will help with the frontend and finish up 
documentation, Nithesh Bonugu will finish up discussion board and merge it, Ngan 
Hanh Tran will work on improving homepage, Dylan Wulfson will work on Hanhling 
user authentication for cognito, and Jacob Hollis will work on subdomain for frontend 
API. Conclusions:

To conclude Nithesh Bonugu will merge his code and assist with frontend, Jacob 
Hollis will continue his work on domain integration, Ngan Hanh Tran will debug her 
problems list page and start work on the classroom list, Kate Brayshaw will assist in 
writing the frontend code with specifically she will do the about page and update 
riogrande website, and Dylan Wulfson will research API components and cognito.

Action items Action items

Action item 1:
Kate Brayshaw will help Ngan Hanh Tran with frontend pages and finish up vision 
document. Action item 1:

Kate Brayshaw will make baout page and update riogrande website.

Action item 2: Nithesh Bonugu will finish up discussion board. Action item 2: Nithesh Bonugu will merge discussion board.

Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran will work on improving homepage. Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran will work on classroom list.

Action item 4: Dylan Wulfson will work on Hanhling user authentication for cognito. Action item 4: Dylan Wulfson will research API components and cognito.

Action item 5:
Jacob Hollis will work on subdomain for frontend API and spinning resources in Dr. 
Kadiyala's account. Action item 5:

Jacob Hollis will work on domain integration.



Feb 18, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Feb 18, 2022
Time: 11:00am-11:30am

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Jacob Hollis Ngan Hanh Tran

Absentees: Dylan Wulfson Dr. Kadiyala (Rescheduled for this Monday)
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Tucker 137
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Go over demos and see everyones progress among the team

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week/discuss holdups

Agenda item 1: Go over demos and see everyones progress among the team

Discussion:
Dr. Kadiyala had to change the teams weekly meeting for next Monday so the team 
decided to meet briefly to discuss everyones progress and demo frontend changes. 
Jacob Hollis showed his progress, Kate Brayshaw showed the about page, and 
Nithesh Bonugu asked some question regarding his discussion page. Each member 
encouraged to start merging code.

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better understanding of each team members 
progress and what our next steps will be which is to merge the discussion and about 
page.

Action items
Action item 1: Nithesh Bonugu merge the discussion page.

Action item 2: Kate Brayshaw merge the about page.

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week/discuss holdups

Discussion:
The team was encouraged to work on specific task to help the formation of Code 
Karin. That being Nithesh Bonugu working on the completion of debugging, Jacob 
Hollis continuing his work on merging and deploying the frontend changes, Ngan Hanh 
Tran debugging her classroom list, Kate Brayshaw merging her about page, and Dylan 
Wulfson continuing to write tests and making changes to the API.

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better understanding on what each member should 
work towards. Specifically Nithesh Bonugu working on the completion of debugging, 
Jacob Hollis continuing his work on merging and deploying the frontend changes, 
Ngan Hanh Tran debugging her classroom list, Kate Brayshaw merging her about 
page, and Dylan Wulfson continuing to write tests and making changes to the API. 

Action items
Action item 1: Nithesh Bonugu working on debugging

Action item 2: Jacob Hollis continuing his work on merging and deploying the frontend changes.

Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran will debug her classroom list.



Action item 4: Kate Brayshaw will merge her about page.

Action item 5: Dylan Wulfson continuing to write tests and making changes to the API. 



Feb 25, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Feb 25, 2022
Time: 11:00am-11:30am

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Jacob Hollis Ngan Hanh Tran Dylan Wulfson
Dr. Kadiyala

Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Tucker 137
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Go over project agenda with Dr. Kadiyala

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week/discuss holdups

Agenda item 1: Go over project agenda with Dr. Kadiyala

Discussion:
The team went over our project agenda with Dr. Kadiyala. We discussed How Nithesh 
Bonugu finished debugging and merging the discussion page, Jacob Hollis merged 
and deployed frontend changes, Kate Brayshaw worked on merging the about page, 
Ngan Hanh Tran helped Jacob Hollis to merge the frontend changes, and Dylan 
Wulfson worked on writing tests and making changes to the API.

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better understanding of what each team member has 
worked on. Specifically being Nithesh Bonugu finished debugging and merging the 
discussion page, Jacob Hollis merged and deployed frontend changes, Kate 
Brayshaw worked on merging the about page, Ngan Hanh Tran helped Jacob Hollis to 
merge the frontend changes, and Dylan Wulfson worked on writing tests and making 
changes to the API.

Action items
Action item 1: Discuss next steps for each group member.

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week/discuss holdups

Discussion:
After the team went over our project agenda with Dr. Kadiyala we determined Nithesh 
Bonugu would work on the poster and Kate Brayshaw would help him, Jacob Hollis 
will continue his work on merging and deploying frontend changes, Ngan Hanh Tran 
will continue her work on helping to merge the frontend, Kate Brayshaw will finish 
merging the about page and help Nithesh Bonugu with the poster, and Dylan Wulfson 
will continue writing tests and making changes to the API.

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better understanding of what each team member will 
work on for the following week. That being Nithesh Bonugu would work on the poster 
and Kate Brayshaw would help him, Jacob Hollis will continue his work on merging 
and deploying frontend changes, Ngan Hanh Tran will continue her work on helping to 
merge the frontend, Kate Brayshaw will finish merging the about page and help 
Nithesh Bonugu with the poster, and Dylan Wulfson will continue writing tests and 
making changes to the API.

Action items



Action item 1: Nithesh Bonugu would work on the poster and Kate Brayshaw would help him.

Action item 2: Jacob Hollis will continue his work on merging and deploying frontend changes.

Action item 3:
Kate Brayshaw will finish merging the about page and help Nithesh Bonugu with the 
poster.

Action item 4: Ngan Hanh Tran will continue her work on helping to merge the frontend.

Action item 5:
Dylan Wulfson will continue writing tests and making changes to the API.



Mar 02, 2022 Meeting notes Feb 07, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Mar 2, 2022 Date: Feb 7, 2022
Time: 11:00am-11:15am Time: 11:00am-11:15am

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Jacob Hollis Ngan Hanh Tran Dylan Wulfson
Dr. Kadiyala

Absentees: Jacob Hollis Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: zoom Location: Tucker 137
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress Agenda: Agenda item 1: Go over project agenda with Dr. Kadiyala from missed snow day

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week/discuss holdups Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week/discuss holdups

Agenda item 1: Go over project agenda with Dr. Kadiyala from missed snow day Agenda item 1: Go over project agenda with Dr. Kadiyala from missed snow day

Discussion:
The team went over our project agenda with Dr. Kadiyala. More specifically we 
presented her with what each team member was working on for the week and what 
our holdups were. Her feedback being that she wants our main focus for the project to 
be on avatar features and contests in class. The team let her know our holdups are 
that we must flesh out our user implementation before we can get in to avatars. A few 
other key features she wanted to include on instructor page is where they can see 
student progress. The leader board can be something everyone can see. She also 
wants to possibly test the software with her own students.

Discussion:
The team went over our project agenda with Dr. Kadiyala. More specifically we 
presented her with what each team member was working on for the week and what 
our holdups were. Her feedback being that she wants our main focus for the project to 
be on avatar features and contests in class. The team let her know our holdups are 
that we must flesh out our user implementation before we can get in to avatars. A few 
other key features she wanted to include on instructor page is where they can see 
student progress. The leader board can be something everyone can see. She also 
wants to possibly test the software with her own students.Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better idea of what the Dr. Kadiyala wants more 
specifically the ability to have avatars, showing student progress on instructor page, 
and the ability to show leader board to all students. And she wants to use code Karin 
to test with her students. Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better idea of what the Dr. Kadiyala wants more 
specifically the ability to have avatars, showing student progress on instructor page, 
and the ability to show leader board to all students. And she wants to use code Karin 
to test with her students.

Action items Action items
Action item 1: The team will try to incorporate showing student progress on instructor page. Action item 1: The team will try to incorporate showing student progress on instructor page.

Action item 2: The team will incorporate leader board. Action item 2: The team will incorporate leader board.

Action item 3: When the team finishes Dr. Kadiyala's class will demo it. Action item 3: When the team finishes Dr. Kadiyala's class will demo it. 

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week/discuss holdups Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week/discuss holdups

Discussion:
After going over the protect agenda with Dr. Kadiyala the team presented what each 
member would be working on for the following week. More specifically Nithesh Bonugu 
will continue work on the discussion board allowing multiple people to talk to each 
other, Jacob Hollis will work on subdomain for frontend API and spin up resources on 
Dr. Kadiyala’s account, Ngan Hanh Tran will continue work on the homepage to refine 
the first draft, Kate Brayshaw will finish Use Case document and finish up the vision 
document and also help Ngan Hanh Tran with frontend pages, and Dylan Wulfson will 
work on user authentication for cognito. 

Discussion:
After going over the protect agenda with Dr. Kadiyala the team presented what each 
member would be working on for the following week. More specifically Nithesh Bonugu 
will continue work on the discussion board allowing multiple people to talk to each 
other, Jacob Hollis will work on subdomain for frontend API and spin up resources on 
Dr. Kadiyala’s account, Ngan Hanh Tran will continue work on the homepage to refine 
the first draft, Kate Brayshaw will finish Use Case document and finish up the vision 
document and also help Ngan Hanh Tran with frontend pages, and Dylan Wulfson will 
work on user authentication for cognito. 

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better understanding of what each person is working 
on. More specifically Kate Brayshaw will help with the frontend and finish up 
documentation, Nithesh Bonugu will finish up discussion board and merge it, Ngan 
Hanh Tran will work on improving homepage, Dylan Wulfson will work on Hanhling 
user authentication for cognito, and Jacob Hollis will work on subdomain for frontend 
API. Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better understanding of what each person is working 
on. More specifically Kate Brayshaw will help with the frontend and finish up 
documentation, Nithesh Bonugu will finish up discussion board and merge it, Ngan 
Hanh Tran will work on improving homepage, Dylan Wulfson will work on Hanhling 
user authentication for cognito, and Jacob Hollis will work on subdomain for frontend 
API.

Action items Action items

Action item 1:
Kate Brayshaw will help Ngan Hanh Tran with frontend pages and finish up vision 
document. Action item 1:

Kate Brayshaw will help Ngan Hanh Tran with frontend pages and finish up vision 
document.

Action item 2: Nithesh Bonugu will finish up discussion board. Action item 2: Nithesh Bonugu will finish up discussion board.

Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran will work on improving homepage. Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran will work on improving homepage.

Action item 4: Dylan Wulfson will work on Hanhling user authentication for cognito. Action item 4: Dylan Wulfson will work on Hanhling user authentication for cognito.

Action item 5:
Jacob Hollis will work on subdomain for frontend API and spinning resources in Dr. 
Kadiyala's account. Action item 5:

Jacob Hollis will work on subdomain for frontend API and spinning resources in Dr. 
Kadiyala's account.



Mar 07, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Mar 7, 2022
Time:

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis

Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: 
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Continue Work over spring break

Agenda item 1: Continue Work over spring break

Discussion:
Dr. Kadiyala and the team concluded we would not have any team meetings over 
spring break. The team also concluded we would continue our work over spring break. 
Specifically Nithesh and Kate Brayshaw worked together to make the abstract for srs. 
Kate Brayshaw finalized the about page. Ngan Hanh Tran finished up the classroom 
list. Jacob Hollis will update the backend API. Dylan Wulfson will test request 
forwarding and work on cognito. 

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better understanding of what each person would be 
working on over break. That being Nithesh and Kate Brayshaw worked together to 
make the abstract for srs. Kate Brayshaw finalized the about page. Ngan Hanh Tran 
finished up the classroom list. Jacob Hollis will update the backend API. Dylan 
Wulfson will test request forwarding and work on cognito. 

Action items
Action item 1: Nithesh Bonugu will work on srs abstract with Kate Brayshaw.

Action item 2: Jacob Hollis will work on backend API.

Action item 3: Kate Brayshaw will help Nithesh Bonugu with the abstract and finish the about page.

Action item 4: Dylan Wulfson will test request forwarding and work on cognito.

Action item 5: Ngan Hanh Tran will work on the classroom list.



Mar 16, 2022 Meeting notes Mar 18, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Mar 16, 2022 Date: Mar 18, 2022
Time: 11:00am-11:15am Time: 11:00am-1:00pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis
Dr. Kadiyala

Absentees: Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Tucker 137 Location: Tucker 137
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress for project agenda Agenda: Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress

Agenda item 2: Discuss upcoming weeks tasks for project agenda Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week/discuss holdups

Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress for project agenda Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress

Discussion:

The team discussed each persons progress so that Kate Brayshaw could complete 
the project agenda. Jacob Hollis worked on cdk / infrastructure security updates and 
debugged API interfaces. Kate Brayshaw finished the about page, author page, and 
some documentation. Dylan Wulfson finished API refactoring and set up forwarding 
logic. Ngan Hanh Tran wrote HTTP requests to get data from API. Nithesh Bonugu 
worked on poster design.

Discussion:

The team met with Dr. Kadiyala to discuss the project agenda. She met over zoom 
while the team met in Tucker 137. Jacob Hollis demoed a small portion of the website 
to Dr. Kadiyala to show the working components. Dr. Kadiyala also discussed the 
AWS bill dispute with Jacob Hollis and how she might suspend the features for a 
month. 

Conclusions:

Ultimately each team member understood what each person has been working on. 
Specifically  Jacob Hollis worked on cdk / infrastructure security updates and 
debugged API interfaces. Kate Brayshaw finished the about page, author page, and 
some documentation. Dylan Wulfson finished API refactoring and set up forwarding 
logic. Ngan Hanh Tran wrote HTTP requests to get data from API. Nithesh Bonugu 
worked on poster design. Conclusions:

Ultimately Dr. Kadiyala got a better understanding of what each team member is 
working on. Specifically Kate Brayshaw working on the author page, Nithesh Bonugu 
working on poster layout, Ngan Hanh Tran working on more dynamic pages, Dylan 
Wulfson working on testing the request forwarding and cognito, and Jacob Hollis 
updating backend API.

Action items Action items
Action item 1: Kate Brayshaw finish the project agenda before Friday's meeting. Action item 1: Kate Brayshaw push the author page to github.

Action item 2: The team will work on producing more dynamic pages.

Agenda item 2: Discuss upcoming weeks tasks for project agenda Action item 3: The team will also focus on finishing API.

Discussion:
The team discussed what each person will work on for the upcoming week. Nithesh 
Bonugu will discuss poster design with Kate Brayshaw. Jacob Hollis will discuss 
dynamic pages with the team and work on them. Ngan Hanh Tran will continue to 
write HTTP requests to get data from API. Kate Brayshaw will merge the author page 
to GitHub and finish more documentation. Dylan Wulfson will test API when deployed. 

Agenda item 2: Plan for the upcoming week/discuss holdups

Discussion:

Dr. Kadiyala requested Kate Brayshaw and Nithesh Bonugu collected the 
requirements for the project (i.e. the teams requirements from the start, what the client 
wanted, and what the team has actually completed so far). The team also determined 
the API and dynamic pages must be completed by next week. Dr. Wei came into the 
classroom and briefed us on needing to have a soft demo ready for Dr. Kadiyala by 
next week.

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better idea of what each team member will be 
working on for the upcoming week. Specifically Nithesh Bonugu will discuss poster 
design with Kate Brayshaw. Jacob Hollis will discuss dynamic pages with the team 
and work on them. Ngan Hanh Tran will continue to write HTTP requests to get data 
from API. Kate Brayshaw will merge the author page to GitHub and finish more 
documentation. Dylan Wulfson will test API when deployed. 

Action items

Action item 1:

Kate Brayshaw will merge the author page to GitHub and finish more documentation.

Conclusions:

Overall the team developed a better understanding of what our main goal for the week 
is. That being to finish the API and dynamic pages so that we can have our soft demo 
ready by next weeks meeting.

Action item 2: Nithesh Bonugu will finish up discussion board. Action items
Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran will continue to write HTTP requests to get data from API. Action item 1: Kate Brayshaw and Nithesh Bonugu will finalize documentation.

Action item 4: Dylan Wulfson will test API when deployed. Action item 2: Kate Brayshaw will help Nithesh Bonugu with srs poster.

Action item 5: Jacob Hollis will discuss dynamic pages with the team and work on them. Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran will work on dynamic pages.

Action item 4: Dylan Wulfson will work on request forwarding and cognito.

Action item 5: Jacob Hollis will work on backend API.



Mar 25, 2022 Meeting notes Mar 27, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Mar 25, 2022 Date: Mar 27, 2022
Time: 11:00am-11:55am Time: 4:00pm-8:00pm

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis
Dr. Kadiyala

Absentees: Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Tucker 137 Location: Tucker 137
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress and discuss upcoming tasks Agenda: Agenda item 1: Meet up over the weekend to finish up tasks given from soft demo

Agenda item 2: Soft demo for Dr. Kadiyala

Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress and discuss upcoming tasks Agenda item 1: Meet up over the weekend to finish up tasks given from soft demo

Discussion:
The team met with Dr. Kadiyala and briefly went over our project agenda which 
involved Nithesh Bonugu helping Kate Brayshaw with documentation, Jacob Hollis 
finishing his refactoring for dynamic pages, Kate Brayshaw editing author about page 
and finishing up glossary documentation, Ngan Hanh Tran merging the problem 
service, and Dylan Wulfson working with Jacob Hollis to debug backend to frontend 
API.

Discussion:
Met with the team over the weekend to complete Dr. Kadiyala’s requests from Friday’s 
meeting.  That being to increase the font size for all the buttons and make them more 
legible, cHanhge the font color from orange back to blue, and cHanhge the orange 
stripe near the bottom of the navigation bar back to blue, cHanhge the homepage to 
the “about” page and on the new “home page” add an extra paragraph- “Let’s talk 
about the name shall we” to discuss team name, have the “meet the team” pictures be 
sent tot he bottom of the page, have the coding photo be smaller, have the names on 
meet the team be clickable and sent to the “authors” page, wants a tab labeled “view 
classroom” where “author”, “login”, and “contact” page are, wants the little notifications 
and profile button removed from the navigation bar.

Conclusions:

Ultimately based off what everyone in the team was working on for the previous week 
the team determined what each person needed to work on for the upcoming weeks 
This involved Nithesh Bonugu starting work on poster design for srs, Jacob Hollis 
working on dynamic pages, Ngan Hanh Tran merging Kate Brayshaw’s about and 
author page to GitHub, Kate Brayshaw helping Ngan Hanh Tran to merge pages and 
finishing up the vision document, and Dylan Wulfson working making sure the frontend 
can now read the backend and cognito.  

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team was able to fix: font size for all the buttons and make them more 
legible, cHanhge the font color from orange back to blue, and cHanhge the orange 
stripe near the bottom of the navigation bar back to blue, cHanhge the homepage to 
the “about” page and on the new “home page” add an extra paragraph- “Let’s talk 
about the name shall we” to discuss team name, have the “meet the team” pictures be 
sent tot he bottom of the page, have the coding photo be smaller, have the names on 
meet the team be clickable and sent to the “authors” page, wants a tab labeled “view 
classroom” where “author”, “login”, and “contact” page are, wants the little notifications 
and profile button removed from the navigation bar.

Action items Action items
Action item 1: Nithesh Bonugu get started on the poster this upcoming week. Action item 1: Team will meet tomorrow on Monday to discuss next steps.

Action item 2: Jacob Hollis work on dynamic pages. 

Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran help to merge Kate Brayshaw’s about and author page.

Action item 4: Kate Brayshaw help Ngan Hanh Tran to merge pages and finish vision document. 

Action item 5:
Dylan Wulfson work on making sure the frontend can now read the backend and 
cognito.

Agenda item 2: Soft demo for Dr. Kadiyala

Discussion:
The team showed Dr. Kadiyala a soft demo of what the team has completed so far for 
Code Karin. It was decided that Ngan Hanh Tran would help to increase the font size 
for all the buttons and make them more legible, cHanhge the font color frmm orange 
back to blue, and cHanhge the orange stripe near the bottom of the navigation bar 
back to blue. Dr. Kadiyala’s feedback was to cHanhge the homepage to the “about” 
page and on the new “home page” add an extra paragraph- “Let’s talk about the name 
shall we” to discuss team name, have the “meet the team” pictures be sent tot he 
bottom of the page, have the coding photo be smaller, have the names on meet the 
team be clickable and sent to the “authors” page, wants a tab labeled “view 
classroom” where “author”, “login”, and “contact” page are, wants the little notifications 
and profile button removed from the navigation bar. Jacob Hollis will also demonstrate 
to Dr. Kadiyala how as an instructor she can use the website and access everything 
on AWS.

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better understanding of what must be focused on. 
That being to increase the font size for all the buttons and make them more legible, 
cHanhge the font color from orange back to blue, and cHanhge the orange stripe near 
the bottom of the navigation bar back to blue, cHanhge the homepage to the “about” 
page and on the new “home page” add an extra paragraph- “Let’s talk about the name 
shall we” to discuss team name, have the “meet the team” pictures be sent tot he 
bottom of the page, have the coding photo be smaller, have the names on meet the 
team be clickable and sent to the “authors” page, wants a tab labeled “view 
classroom” where “author”, “login”, and “contact” page are, wants the little notifications 
and profile button removed from the navigation bar.

Action items

Action item 1:

Ngan Hanh Tran will help to make button fonts more legible, cHanhge the font color 
from orange back to blue, and cHanhge the orange stripe near the bottom of the 
navigation bar back to blue

Action item 2: Nithesh Bonugu will show Dr. Kadiyala a draft of the poster by next week.

Action item 3: Jacob Hollis show Dr. Kadiyala how to run everything as an instructor.

Action item 4: Kate Brayshaw will assist in fixing pages and finish documentation.



Action item 5: Dylan Wulfsson will continue work on API.



Apr 01, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Apr 1, 2022
Time: 11:00am-11:55am

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis
Dr. Kadiyala

Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Tucker 137
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress 

Agenda item 2: Discuss upcoming tasks

Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress 

Discussion:
The team met with Dr. Kadiyala to go over the teams progress. This included Nithesh 
Bonugu drafting poster layouts for the srs poster, Jacob Hollis working on cdk security 
updates, admin developer scripts, react updates, dynamic page integration, Kate 
Brayshaw finishing the vision documentation and helped to merge frontend pages with 
Naan Hanh Tran, Ngan Hanh Tran helping to edit Code Karin homepage, and Dylan 
Wulfson integrating with frontend and backend API. 

Conclusions:

 Ultimately the team and Dr. Kadiyala developed a better understanding of where 
everyones progress is at. This specifically includes Nithesh Bonugu drafting poster 
layouts for the srs poster, Jacob Hollis working on cdk security updates, admin 
developer scripts, react updates, dynamic page integration, Kate Brayshaw finishing 
the vision documentation and helped to merge frontend pages with Naan Hanh Tran, 
Ngan Hanh Tran helping to edit Code Karin homepage, and Dylan Wulfson integrating 
with frontend and backend API. 

Action items
Action item 1:  Team must discuss next steps to progress Code Karin.

Action item 2: Team encouraged to review meeting minutes.

Agenda item 2: Discuss upcoming tasks

Discussion:
The team discussed the upcoming tasks with Dr. Kadiyala. This includes Nithesh 
Bonugu to work with Kate Brayshaw on designing and editing the srs poster, Jacob 
Hollis continuing to work on cdk security updates, admin developer scripts, react 
updates, dynamic page integration, Ngan Hanh Tran assisting in making the allotted 
changes to Code Karin such as homepage changes, about page changes, navigation 
bar changes, etc…, Kate Brayshaw will create and finish up the manual 
documentation and help Nithesh Bonugu with poster, Dylan Wulfson will check nothing 
broke on redeployment and then focus on submit code and do user authentication. 



Conclusions:

Ultimately Dr. Kadiyala and the team developed a better understanding of this weeks 
tasks. This includes Nithesh Bonugu to work with Kate Brayshaw on designing and 
editing the srs poster, Jacob Hollis continuing to work on cdk security updates, admin 
developer scripts, react updates, dynamic page integration, Ngan Hanh Tran assisting 
in making the allotted changes to Code Karin such as homepage changes, about page 
changes, navigation bar changes, etc…, Kate Brayshaw will create and finish up the 
manual documentation and help Nithesh Bonugu with poster, Dylan Wulfson will check 
nothing broke on redeployment and then focus on submit code and do user 
authentication.

Action items
Action item 1: Nithesh Bonugu will work with Kate Brayshaw on designing and editing the srs poster.

Action item 2:
Jacob Hollis continuing to work on cdk security updates, admin developer scripts, 
react updates, dynamic page integration.

Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran assisting in making the allotted changes to Code Karin.

Action item 4:
Kate Brayshaw will create and finish up the manual documentation and help Nithesh 
Bonugu with poster.

Action item 5:
Dylan Wulfson will check nothing broke on redeployment and then focus on submit 
code and do user authentication.



Apr 08, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Apr 8, 2022
Time: 11:00am-11:55am

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis
Dr. Kadiyala

Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Tucker 137
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress 

Agenda item 2: Discuss upcoming tasks
Agenda item 3: Review Poster with Dr. Kadiyala

Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress 

Discussion:
The team met with Dr. Kadiyala to go over teams progress for the week. This includes 
Nithesh Bonugu working on poster draft, Jacob Hollis implementing login and grades, 
Kate Brayshaw working on user manual, updated riogrande website, and helping 
Nithesh Bonugu with poster, Ngan Hanh Tran worked on ranks for students when go 
into classrooms and configured service for HTTP requests and made it so users can 
change password, and Dylan Wulfson worked on cognito with authorization this week. 

Conclusions:

Overall the team as well as Dr. Kadiyala understood each memebers contribution for 
the week. Specifically Nithesh Bonugu working on poster draft, Jacob Hollis 
implementing login and grades, Kate Brayshaw working on user manual, updated 
riogrande website, and helping Nithesh Bonugu with poster, Ngan Hanh Tran worked 
on ranks for students when go into classrooms and configured service for HTTP 
requests and made it so users can change password, and Dylan Wulfson worked on 
cognito with authorization this week. 

Action items
Action item 1:  Team will discuss next steps for what each member will work on.

Agenda item 2: Discuss upcoming tasks

Discussion:
After discussing the team concluded what each team member should work on for the 
upcoming week. Nithesh Bonugu will continue to work on poster draft, Jacob Hollis will 
continue implementing login and grades, Ngan Hanh Tran will continue refining 
features she created last week, Kate Brayshaw will complete user manual and 
continue working with Nithesh Bonugu in creating the poster, Dylan Wulfson will work 
with Ngan Hanh Tran and Jacob Hollis to get right tokens for frontend and making 
sure everything is working correctly.

Conclusions:

To end the meeting each member knows what their next task should be. This includes 
Nithesh Bonugu will continue to work on poster draft, Jacob Hollis will continue 
implementing login and grades, Ngan Hanh Tran will continue refining features she 
created last week, Kate Brayshaw will complete user manual and continue working 
with Nithesh Bonugu in creating the poster, Dylan Wulfson will work with Ngan Hanh 
Tran and Jacob Hollis to get right tokens for frontend and making sure everything is 
working correctly. 



Action items
Action item 1: Nithesh Bonugu will continue to work on poster draft.

Action item 2: Jacob Hollis will continue implementing login and grades.

Action item 3: Ngan Hanh Tran will continue refining features she created last week.

Action item 4:
Kate Brayshaw will complete user manual and continue working with Nithesh Bonugu 
in creating the poster.

Action item 5:

Dylan Wulfson will work with Ngan Hanh Tran and Jacob Hollis to get right tokens for 
frontend 
and making sure everything is working correctly. 

Agenda item 3: Review Poster with Dr. Kadiyala

Discussion:
The last item to go over with Dr. Kadiyala was to show the rough draft for the SRS 
poster. The edits she requested to be made are as listed: Too many words, problem 
should be fewer words list that students don’t talk up, wants bullet points, take out 
VPN diagram, technologies used title should just be technologies, make screenshots 
bigger and use more screenshots, minimize icons, system architecture doesn’t need 
label, homepage, login page, coding contest, ranking can number or arrow it, client 
side diagram too big make it smaller, make challenges bullet points - 
acknowledgments should be one sentence, rename it to problem motivation, does not 
“seek” to provide it does provide, no bold no highlight, bullet point, complex 
technologies, working in teams, anonymity, in last screenshot rank report have 
sentence that says “rank report takes in there anonymous names”, need to highlight 
anonymity, say product features, take out client side, bullet point for features, goal is 
only thing with sentence *Rank report takes the students anonymous names*. 

Conclusions:

To conclude Kate Brayshaw and Nithesh Bonugu understand the edits that must be 
made for the SRS poster. That being: Too many words, problem should be fewer 
words list that students don’t talk up, wants bullet points, take out VPN diagram, 
technologies used title should just be technologies, make screenshots bigger and use 
more screenshots, minimize icons, system architecture doesn’t need label, homepage, 
login page, coding contest, ranking can number or arrow it, client side diagram too big 
make it smaller, make challenges bullet points - acknowledgments should be one 
sentence, rename it to problem motivation, does not “seek” to provide it does provide, 
no bold no highlight, bullet point, complex technologies, working in teams, anonymity, 
in last screenshot rank report have sentence that says “rank report takes in there 
anonymous names”, need to highlight anonymity, say product features, take out client 
side, bullet point for features, goal is only thing with sentence *Rank report takes the 
students anonymous names*. 

Action items

Action item 1:
Kate Brayshaw and Nithesh Bonugu will email edited SRS poster to Dr. Kadiyala later 
in the evening.



Apr 15, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Apr 15, 2022
Time: 11:00am-11:55am

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis
Dr. Kadiyala

Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Tucker 137
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress for poster and presentation

Agenda item 2: Discuss upcoming tasks

Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress for poster and presentation

Discussion:
The team met with Dr. Kadiyala to go over final edits for the SRS poster as well as 
quickly go over our presentation for any edits. It was concluded that the team must 
combine release and iteration and make it smaller on the presentation, since no 
discussion need to take out “encourage students to ask questions” on the poster, 
make sure to emphasize professors are hard pressed for time and not able to have as 
much programming practice in, and edit the class for vision blurb in software 
presentation. 

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better understanding of what must be edited and 
completed for the presentation and poster. That being: the team must combine release 
and iteration and make it smaller on the presentation, since no discussion need to take 
out “encourage students to ask questions” on the poster, make sure to emphasize 
professors are hard pressed for time and not able to have as much programming 
practice in, and edit the class for vision blurb in software presentation. 

Action items
Action item 1: Combine release and iteration

Action item 2: take out "encourage students to ask questions"

Action item 3: Edit software presentation

Agenda item 2: Discuss upcoming tasks

Discussion:
After showing a small demo and discussing what the teams next steps should be it 
was determined that Kate Brayshaw and Nithesh Bonugu would finish up the printing 
and pickup of the SRS poster and that they would be in charge of editing the 
presentation. While the rest of the team made final edits to the project's classroom.

Conclusions:

At the end of the meeting the team concluded Kate Brayshaw and Nithesh Bonugu 
would finish up the printing and pickup of the SRS poster and that they would be in 
charge of editing the presentation. While the rest of the team made final edits to the 
project's classroom. 

Action items
Action item 1: Kate Brayshaw and Nithesh Bonugu will finish poster.



Action item 2: Jacob Hollis and Dylan Wulfson will fix bugs on classroom page.

Action item 3: Kate Brayshaw and Nithesh Bonugu will edit the poster.



Apr 20, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Apr 20, 2022
Time: 11:00am-11:55am

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis
Dr. Kadiyala

Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Tucker 137
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress for presentation and poster

Agenda item 2: Discuss upcoming tasks

Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress for presentation

Discussion:
The team met with Dr. Kadiyala to show her the final version of the SRS poster and go 
over the presentation. No final edits for the SRS poster were needed. For the 
presentation she wishes for it to be more animated in diagrams, wants more beef for 
her client intro, wants to mention more about AWS, include pictures in use cases, 
mention the list of services we used, emphasize how we are different, change 
architecture color, what we learned should be switched to personal and professional. 

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team developed a better understanding of what needs to be done for 
the presentation that being: more animated in diagrams, wants more beef for her client 
intro, wants to mention more about AWS, include pictures in use cases, mention the 
list of services we used, emphasize how we are different, change architecture color, 
what we learned should be switched to personal and professional. 

Action items
Action item 1: Edit presentation to have simple animated graphs

Action item 2: Client info needs more info

Action item 3: mention more about AWS and anon factor

Agenda item 2: Discuss upcoming tasks

Discussion:
After having the small presentation demo with Dr. Kadiyala the team discussed the 
edits that needed to be made for the presentation. It was concluded that Nithesh 
Bonugu will make the edits on the presentation, Jacob Hollis will make the video for 
our demo, Dylan Wulfson will help Jacob Hollis if help is needed, and Kate Brayshaw 
will finish the edits for riogrande and user manual. 

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team decided the next steps to do would be that Nithesh Bonugu will 
make the edits on the presentation, Jacob Hollis will make the video for our demo, 
Dylan Wulfson will help Jacob Hollis if help is needed, and Kate Brayshaw will finish 
the edits for riogrande and user manual. 

Action items
Action item 1: Kate Brayshaw will finish riogrande and user manual.



Action item 2: Jacob Hollis and Dylan Wulfson will make video for demo.

Action item 3: Nithesh Bonugu will make edits to the presentation.



Apr 27, 2022 Meeting notes
Date: Apr 27, 2022
Time: 11:00am-11:55am

Attendees: Kate Brayshaw Nithesh Bonugu Dylan Wulfson Ngan Hanh Tran Jacob Hollis
Dr. Kadiyala

Absentees:
Note taker: Kate Brayshaw 
Location: Tucker 137
Agenda: Agenda item 1: Go over teams presentation 

Agenda item 1: Go over teams progress 

Discussion:
The team met with Dr. Kadiyala periodically throughout the week to go over the final 
presentation. She advised the team to combine iterations and release, animate the 
diagrams, animate text, asked Dylan to stress the anonymous factor, also mention in 
comparisons that the other softwares are paid, distribute more speaking to Kate 
Brayshaw, change program objective title. 

Conclusions:

Ultimately the team made final edits to the presentation that being: to combine 
iterations and release, animate the diagrams, animate text, asked Dylan to stress the 
anonymous factor, also mention in comparisons that the other softwares are paid, 
distribute more speaking to Kate Brayshaw, change program objective title. 

Action items
Action item 1: Kate Brayshaw will present backend diagrams.

Action item 2: Nithesh Bonugu will edit the presentation.

Action item 3: Dylan Wulfson will emphasize vision.


